Abstract-Simulation by time discretizations can be qualitatively misleading; as counterexamples a class of noncontrollable single-input two-dimensional bilinear control systems is presented whose Euler discretizations are controllable on the punctured plane.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bilinear control systems are good model systems on which to experiment with nonlinear control techniques. For computer simulation a discrete-time approximation to the system is needed, and sometimes one uses Euler's method. The Euler discretization of _ x = Ax + uBx (1) is x(k + 1) = x(k) + (A + u(k)B)x(k) (2) where k = 0; 1; . . . and is the step size.
Can controllability of (1) be concluded from the controllability of its computer model (2)? The Euler discretization of _ x1 = ux1 is a counterexample in dimension one, and is the only one commonly mentioned. The two-dimensional examples that follow are more interesting and seem not to be widely known.
II. EXAMPLES
Start with a single-input symmetric BCS on 2 3 whose matrix B is the representation of the complex numbers . is the solution path. Assume that is negative. For each , the path is a logarithmic spiral curve. This system is uncontrollable in the strongest sense. The discrete control system obtained from (3) by
Euler's method is (after absorbing the time-step in the control v)
The eigenvalues of I + sB are = 1 + s 6 s p 01. Since < 0, 
The two-step transition matrix for (4) is f(s; t) := (I+tB)(I+sB). which are real in the region U() = + x j 3 + 12x 1 + 4x 2 2 > 0 that was to be constructed. If P 2 ( 3 ), then PB = BP so Pf(x; t) = f(s; t)P = Px generalizes our construction to any because 3 is transitive on 2 3 . Apply the lemma in the Appendix to conclude controllability. The purpose of this study was to show actual controllability for the discretization of a control system whose paths are one-dimensional. 1 Note that similar examples can be constructed for which the trajectories (I + vB) are dense in the circle.
2 Mathematica was used for these calculations. As to other numerical methods that must be watched with care, see [1] for strange behavior of variable-step Runge-Kutta-Felberg methods analogous to bursting phenomena in adaptive control system. About twenty years ago, it was pointed out by several authors that numerical methods could introduce chaos.
III. CONCLUSION
It has been shown here that Euler discretizations of an uncontrollable bilinear system can have attainable sets which are of larger dimension than those of the continuous-time system and can be controllable, as shown by a numerical example. The simple lemma in the Appendix may be useful in other proofs of controllability.
APPENDIX

Lemma 1:
The system x(k + 1) = f (x(k); u(k)) is controllable on a connected submanifold controllability S n if and only if there exist controls such that for every initial state a neighborhood N () S of is attainable.
Proof: The "only if" part follows from the definition of controllability.
For the "if" part, given any two states ; 2 S we need to construct a finite set of points p 0 = ; . . . ; p k = such that there exists a control u for which the path from pj01 terminates, in a finite time, at pj. 
A Time-Varying Complex Dynamical Network Model and Its Controlled Synchronization Criteria
Jinhu Lü and Guanrong Chen
Abstract-Today, complex networks have attracted increasing attention from various fields of science and engineering. It has been demonstrated that many complex networks display various synchronization phenomena. In this note, we introduce a time-varying complex dynamical network model. We then further investigate its synchronization phenomenon and prove several network synchronization theorems. Especially, we show that synchronization of such a time-varying dynamical network is completely determined by the inner-coupling matrix, and by the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of the coupling configuration matrix of the network.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A complex network is a large set of interconnected nodes, in which a node is a fundamental unit, that can have different meanings in different situations, such as chemical substrates, microprocessors, computers, schools, companies, papers, webs, people, and so on [1]-[19] . Examples of complex networks include the Internet, the World Wide Web, food webs, electric power grids, cellular and metabolic networks, etc. [1] , [2] . These large-scale complex networks often display better cooperative or synchronous behaviors among their constituents.
Traditionally, complex networks were studied by graph theory, where a complex network is described by a random graph, for which the basic theory was introduced by Erdös and Rényi [16] . Recently, Watts and Strogatz (WS) [4] introduced the concept of small-world networks to describe a transition from a regular lattice to a random graph. WS networks exhibit a high degree of clustering as in the regular networks and a small average distance between two nodes as in the random networks. Moreover, the random graph model and the WS model are both homogeneous in nature. However, according to Barabási and Albert [3] , empirical results show that many large-scale complex networks are scale-free, such as the Internet, the WWW, and metabolic networks, among others. Notably, a scale-free network is inhomogeneous in nature; that is, most nodes have very few connections but a small number of particular nodes have many connections.
In order to better understand the dynamical behaviors of various complex networks, one may extend the existing network models from static to dynamic by introducing dynamical elements into the network nodes. For the resulting dynamical networks, one significant and interesting phenomenon is the synchrony of all dynamical nodes 
